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It’s so nice to see you again, especially 

after all the excitement of Genie and Teeny’s 

last adventure! Do you remember, they had  

a funny old time in a theme park helping 

Grant get back home to WISHALUZIA? 

HELLO,
READER!
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There was a magic wishing well, silly sausages 

and a ride on the tallest roller coaster in the 

world! 

After a successful mission, Tilly and Teeny 

went back home to Earth, and Grant returned 

safely to his family in the land of genies. 

We join them now after a good night’s 

sleep, at the breakfast table, where Grant’s 

dad is making piles of delicious starberry 

pancakes . . . 
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‘Extra sparkle syrup on mine, please, 

Dad!’ Grant requested excitedly. ‘It’s so nice 

to be back. I do love Earth, but the breakfasts 

were a little, erm, boring – they have things 

like flakes made from corns and cross ants!’ 

Chapter 1

breakfasta magical
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‘Urgh, gross!’ Grant’s sister Greta shouted, 

pulling a face. ‘Earth sounds like a total 

nightmare.’  

She gave her dad a big hug, then she 

and Grant did their special greeting – sticking 

their tongues out at each other, waggling 

their hands, touching elbows then flying 

round each other in a circle. 
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They all scoffed the huge  

pile of starberry pancakes  

and their dad did a  

 

                     BIG 
burp. 

Greta followed 

with a HUGE 

burp, then Grant let rip a 

GINORMOUS  

burp that shook their 

entire lamp-shaped 

home. Then they all got 
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the giggles, which is funny because Grant’s 

family name is Giggle. 

Grant Giggle, Greta Giggle and Gregory 

Giggle, known collectively as the Giggles. 

After half an hour, they all stopped giggling 

and Grant went to open the front door to go 

and explore WISHALUZIA, but his dad 

and Greta both shouted, ‘GRANT, NO! 

STOP!’ 
Grant froze and Greta rushed to slam the 

door shut. 

Grant’s dad suddenly looked very serious . . . 
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